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individualist stand. He asserted that each of the ballads had
one definite author and a learned one; that "the people'' are
completely uncreative and that the ballads could only degenerate
in the course of oral transmission. The most savage assault
on the "commiinalists" was made by Professor Louise Pound
in Poetic Origins and the Ballad (1921). She produced anthro-
pological evidence to show that communal composition is
by no means universal among primitive peoples, and that the
analogies produced by Gummere do not prove anything. She
pointed out that there was no certain connection between the
ballads and dance songs, since incremental repetition and
refrain are not found universally in the ballads, not even in
their earliest versions, and she drew attention to the * 'literary' *
quality of many of the ballads. Unfortunately, she suggested a
close connection between the Church and the earliest ballads,
which, for a number of reasons already mentioned, is extremely
unlikely,
In Studies in Literature (1918), "Q" attacked the com-
munalists with charm and common sense, but he made two
generalizations hardly supported by the facts; namely, that
the ballads' "ma" was between "the Forth and the Tyne",
and that their "period" was between 1350 and 1500. He also
suggested that the best ballads had been written by one
anonymous genius of that time and place.
The last important statement in England of the com-
munalist case is by Robert Graves in a neat summary prefacing
his anthology, The English Ballad (1927). Then the atmosphere
was cleared by Gerould's masterly study, The Ballad of
Tradition (1932). He was the first to reformulate the argument
about origins and to explain that there were really three
separate questions to be considered: first, the origin of the
ballad method of narrative, which is a constant throughout
Europe; secondly, the origin of the ballads' musical and poetic
form, which varies from country to country; and thirdly, the
origin of each individual ballad. As regards the first question,
he insisted that the dramatic and impersonal technique
shared by all European ballads cannot be traced far back into
the Middle Ages and that the poetic habits of primitive peoples

